
Entering a course

Progress through a course

Monitor your progress bars as they will highlight missed content and 
may give you a clue as to why you can’t access the Assessment.  

Navigation

Navigate a course
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Below is an example of a course page. Scroll to the bottom of the Below is an example of a course page. Scroll to the bottom of the 
page to see the units (red and grey boxes). You can access any of page to see the units (red and grey boxes). You can access any of 
these units by simply clicking on the coloured boxes. The course these units by simply clicking on the coloured boxes. The course 
will flow better if you start at Unit One and work your way through in will flow better if you start at Unit One and work your way through in 
order.order.

This white bar moves along to indicate progress through each unit. This white bar moves along to indicate progress through each unit. 
Complete each unit before you can access the ‘Assessment’. Complete each unit before you can access the ‘Assessment’. 

eBox courses have interactive eBox courses have interactive 
content that will require an action. content that will require an action. 
Examples of this coud be a mouse Examples of this coud be a mouse 
click to reveal further information, click to reveal further information, 
watching video content or watching video content or 
re-ordering lists to make them re-ordering lists to make them 
accurate. accurate. 
Each interaction progresses you Each interaction progresses you 
through the course and your through the course and your 
progress is indicated by the red progress is indicated by the red 
bar at the top of the page. bar at the top of the page. 
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